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Outline

• The need for a top income adjustment

• Methodology – SPI adjustment

• Ongoing work using administrative microdata



UK Household income statistics

1) Households Below Average Income (HBAI)

• Produced by Department for Work and Pensions

• Family Resources Survey (approx. 19,000 households)

• Official statistics on people living in low income households

• Consistent time series from 1994/95 

2) Effects of Taxes and Benefits (ETB) 

• Produced by Office for National Statistics

• Living Costs and Food Survey (approx. 5,000 households)

• Similar analysis to HBAI, but includes impacts of indirect taxes and benefits-in-kind

• Consistent time series from 1977 



The need for a top income adjustment 

Top income adjustment



Issues measuring incomes of top 
earners:

• Well reported issue that survey data under-reports and 

has under-coverage of individuals with top incomes

• This has consequent impacts that the income of highest 

income households and overall inequality are both 

higher than reported



Source: Office for National Statistics, 

HM Revenue and Customs
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How did ONS and DWP design and implement a new top 

income adjustment for ONS income statistics

Methodology



Top income adjustments in the UK

• DWP already have a top income adjustment in place for HBAI

• Uses HMRC’s Survey of Personal Incomes (SPI), a stratified sample of tax 

records, hence top income adjustment known as “SPI adjustment”

• Burkhauser et al. (2018) led research to explore refinements to HBAI 

approach.

• Following joint ONS/DWP research, ONS have now introduced a top 

income adjustment.



How it works – part 1
1) Rank ETB and SPI data by gross income

2) Decide a threshold, and size of quantile groups above 

threshold, e.g. 98% threshold, 1% quantile groups

3)Calculate 

income 

boundaries for 

quantile 

groups in SPI

4) Create bands 

in ETB using 

these 

boundaries 
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6) Reweight 

ETB bands, 

so that their 

weights are 

the same as 

the SPI 

quantiles 

8) Results in dataset with top incomes adjusted and reweighted to match 

top of SPI data

How it works – part 2

7) Reweight rest of dataset to population totals
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5) Impute the mean average for each SPI quantile group onto individuals in 

equivalent survey bands



Things to note:
• Impute separately for retired and non-retired individuals

• Impute above the 97th percentile, using 0.25% quantile 

bands. 

• Main deviation from HBAI method is that imputation 

threshold is lower, and more granular imputation. 

• Statistics covering 2008/09, 2016/17, 2017/18, 2018/19 

use projected SPI data as full outturn data not available.



Impact of published estimates (Gini coefficient)
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Next steps

• So far, only applied data as far back as 2001/02 due to 

availability of SPI data. We’d like to apply an adjustment 

for the full time series (1977) at some point. 

• More work to understand under coverage of people on 

lowest incomes. 



Administrative Data



Administrative data
• ONS increasingly have access to administrative data on income in a form which can be 

linked directly to survey data 

• Wide-ranging research programme using these data

• Want to use linked data to understand of causes of under coverage of individuals with top 

incomes in surveys in order to work out how to further develop top income adjustments 

• Includes considering unit non-response bias (high earners may be less likely to respond to 

surveys), and item non-response/under-reporting

• Here we report on some provisional results on the causes of under-coverage of top 

incomes from ongoing research using HMRC’s Self-Assessment administrative tax data



Unit non-response bias
• Unit non-response bias is typically hard to prove, as we have very limited 

information on non-responding addresses

• By linking survey sample files with administrative data, we can compare the 

income of responding and non-responding households – tried using self-

assessment data



Unit non-response bias
• Some limited evidence that high 

earners (£250,000+) are less likely 

to respond, although differences 

are not especially large and 

analysis limited by the fact that 

self-assessment data don’t capture 

whole population

• Further work to involve utilising 
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Item non-response and under-reporting

• Could be that surveys capture top earners, but they under-report their 

income – could be missing components of income entirely (item non-

response) or under-reporting some or all components

• Haven’t yet been able to link enough data to construct a total income 

measure which can be compared to survey data at micro level, but have 

been investigating some income components

• Some early results on self-employment income (from sole proprietors and 

partnerships) to demonstrate the kind of research we’re engaged in



• No clear evidence of under-reporting in survey 

data compared to administrative data for self-

employment - findings suggest the opposite, that 

individuals report higher self-employed income 

on survey than on tax return.

• Investigating multiple explanations for this.

SA LCF

Mean £14,000 £19,000

Median £9,500 £14,000

Total income £1.9 million £2.6 million

Item non-response and under-reporting



Sparseness

• The very top end of the distribution of self-employment income figures in the administrative data –

examples include partners in industries like financial services & law – isn’t represented in the survey. 

Maximum self-employment income in SA is multiple orders of magnitude larger than the maximum in 

the survey.

• Not a response issue – addresses weren’t sampled in the first place. Demonstrates fundamental 

limitation of surveys – that they are not great at capturing rare events such as very high earners.

• One possibility is we could use administrative data to help improve survey sampling.



Next Steps



Summary and next steps

• Well reported issue that survey data under-reports and has under-

coverage of individuals with top incomes

• Our top income adjustment utilises aggregate SPI data and survey 

microdata, and we will continue to develop this

• In order to develop this top income adjustment, we are using linked 

administrative and survey data to better understand the mechanisms 

behind under-coverage of top incomes.



Questions


